LAZY PAPER 3.0

Revolutionizing the CNFT Space

OUR STORY

Join the continuing story of the Lazy Llamas as we observe
the cosmos, uncover mysteries of the past, and of course celebrate life on Lazy Island. The llamas have excavated a
strange ancient meteorite, discovered a signal sending
them a message from the furthest reaches of the galaxy,
and even begun experimenting with transforming their
own biology! Whether you see yourself exploring the
island, researching and experimenting in the lab, or
getting lazy at the beach, there is a spot for you on Lazy
Island.

EXPANDING TEAM
NUENERO: Expansion Advisor
OSIRISGREEN: Community Manager
CRYPTOGATOR: Community Manager
ALAZE: Community Manager
We have expanded the lazy team to onboard some new members
to help fill out key roles the project requires as we continue to
expand. Firstly, we were thrilled to welcome our newly onboarded
project advisor, Daniel aka NueNero. He is a talented business
manager who has worked at Morgan Stanley and studied at
Columbia University, He is primarily focused on guiding day-to-day
operations and expansion work at Lazy Llamas,
Additionally, we have onboarded our new community managers:
Alaze, CryptoGator, and OsirisGreen. These outstanding members
began their journey as part of the llama community, they then
moved into a community moderation role and began a trial period
as junior community managers. We are very pleased to announce
that these members have now stepped up to be the project's
official community managers, expect to see them managing social
media and organizing events.
As the CNFT space continuously grows our team must continue to
scale. Luckily, our community is full of talent and the future is bright.
We aim to have a job listing page on our website shortly and would
love for our active community members to become a part of the
team to add value to the project.

NUENERO
PROJECT ADVISOR

Daniel, NueNero, is a Master of Science candidate at
Columbia University. He serves as the Founder and
President of Columbia University’s Business Management
Club and is a Columbia University Distinguished Student
Leader.
He formerly acted as a Strategist at Morgan Stanley and
National Board Director of The TAMID Group. Daniel is a
Dean's List graduate of the University of Southern
California, with professional experience spanning Finance,
Private Equity, and Technology.
He will help guide and oversee Lazy Llamas' expansion
plans and assist leadership with business oversight.

OSIRIS GREEN
COMMUNITY MANAGER

Lazy Llamas has been just the most incredible journey for
me. I started off there in absolute awe and wonder at the
project that was unfolding before me.
Really high quality art, mysterious tiered serums that came
with our llamas for free. Sneak peeks of different forms of
tiered mutant llamas. Biomutants, Undead monsters and the
sleekest Robot Llamas. It was like entering an entirely new
world. A much higher quality project then 99% of all of my nft
experiences. Hundreds of us bonded over this new exciting
and mysterious world. Exploring everything, every little
detail. Some mysteries have yet to be solved to this day!!
Most of all though. I've become close friends with some of
the best people. We enter other projects together and
have fun all the time. We have a saying "Llamafam rolls
tight" Because we do. We always have each other's backs

CYPTO GATOR
COMMUNITY MANAGER

Serendipitously, I stumbled on Lazy Llamas while watching Timmy
the Cat's YouTube channel and immediately was blown away by the
attention to detail on the 3D art and mutation plans. From there, I
minted the project to Whale status and have held since! The
community was extremely welcoming and engaging which
brought me to the Discord server daily.
I enjoyed educating new members on all the nuances that make
this project special and shortly became a moderator for the server
before being elevated to the Jr. Community Manager, the
Community Manager Role.
I'm very grateful to have the opportunity to be involved in such an
amazing project and am dedicated to doing all I can for our
community!

ALAZE
COMMUNITY MANAGER

I first discovered Lazy Llamas on January 10th while watching Justin &
Deezy on YouTube. I was so intrigued by the art I absolutely had to
have one. Surprisingly, Lazy Llamas was my first NFT purchase ever!
Astounded by the art & team I continued to spend the majority of my
days within the community. It was then that I aspired to pursue more
within the community and become a Jr. Moderator and then on to
Moderator.
My journey this year alone with Lazy Llamas has been an absolute
privilege to be a part of something big within the web 3 space. I’ve
recently had the privilege of becoming a community manager
alongside my teammates.
Lazy Llamas has and will continue to grow alongside myself for a long
time to come. I’m beyond thankful for everyone in our community that
is always there through thick and thin.
LOVE MY LAZY LLAMAS!

2022 ROADMAP
Q1 2022
Ada Realm: Lazy Island
T3 Mutations
Lazy Token Airdrops
Cross Utility + Partnerships

Q2 2022
NFT NYC Meetup in collaboration
with ABHS

Ada Realm: Custom Skins + Further
Developments
Website Upgrade

Q3 2022

Name your Llama + Add custom
lore

T2 (JULY) + T1 Mutations + Vox Llamas
Lazy Expeditions: An all inclusive staking
platform
MORE $LAZY Functionality: Lazy Vault +
Lotto
Launch of umbrella corporation expanding
further into Web 3.0

Q4 2022
Lazy Dao
CNFT CON Meetup
Mystery Serum Mutations
Much More in store!

LAZY LLAMA PROJECTS
TOTAL VOLUME: 3.16M ADA
13TH HIGHEST RANKED CNFT PROJECT BY TOTAL COMBINED VOLUME

OG LAZY LLAMAS

SERUM-X

VOLUME: 1.82M
5000 Lazy Llamas roaming the
cardano blockchain

VOLUME: 962K
Limited supply of serums that
interact with your Lazy Llama in
"The Lab"

MUTANTS

LAZY ISLAND

VOLUME: 153K
Abominations of lazy island
created when serum-x interacts
with an OG llama

VOLUME: 231K
A mysterious island riddled with
supernatural events created in
collaboration with Ada Realm

VOX LLAMAS
Llama avatars roaming the
Metaverse

ART UPDATES
ADA EYE CARRIER

New ADA Eye Carrier BGs created by
Dali & BRK. ADA Eye non-carriers will
have the same Hyrdra BG as before

Overlays are back as per
community suggestion

ALL T3 UPDATES WILL DEPLOY ON CHAIN THIS WEEK!

ART UPDATES
CARRIER LLAMAS

Each BG mathematically
created using up to 5 iterative
function types simultaneously

Hand-picked 6 BGs from over
300+ algorithmically generated
fractals by Openset

ART UPDATES
SOLAR/LUNAR ECLIPSE CARRIER

New Lunar and Solar eclipse
overlays

Algorithmically generated
carrier BGs created by Openset

TIER-2 UNDEAD
A CLOSER LOOK

TIER-2 UNDEAD
LLAMAS
TIER-2 MUTATIONS
COMING THIS JULY

OVER 100M+
POSSIBILITIES

THREE DISTINCT BASES:
ZOMBIE, SKELETON, &
MUMMY

ADA REALM:LAZY ISLAND
UPDATES
https://trello.com/b/6jtI1dy7/ar-x-ag

ADA REALM:LAZY ISLAND
UPDATES
https://trello.com/b/6jtI1dy7/ar-x-ag

LAZY TOKEN
DEEP DIVE

$LAZY TOKENOMICS
45% Airdropped to Early
Holders

10% Reserved for the
Llama Team

10% Reserved for our
partners

35% Reserved for Lazy
Expeditions (Staking)
THIS MECHANIC WILL REPLACE THE MONTHLY
TOKEN AIRDROPS

When $LAZY is spent 50%
is burned & 50% sent to
treasury

LAZY TOKEN UTILITY
NAME YOUR LLAMA + CUSTOMIZE TRAITS

NAME YOUR LLAMA
Create a unique name for your llama saved
in its metadata. Naming will be open early
to top holders within a WEEK! Holders can
rename their llamas anytime before the
policy id locks. Naming for ALL holders will
be released on our new site this month!

ADD YOUR OWN LORE
Tell the special backstory of your llama
saved in its metadata. Lore will be open
early to top holders THIS WEEK! Holders
are able to rename their llamas anytime
before the policy id locks.

CUSTOMIZE TRAITS
Personalize your llamas by adding
initials to certain articles of clothing.
Holders can customize their traits as
many times as they want before the
policy id locks.

During the Early Access for naming, 50% of $LAZY used in the transaction will
not be burned but recirculated into the economy (These tokens will be
allocated to a pool for staking rewards in the future).
OG LAZY LLAMA POLICY LOCKS DEC 2022
MUTANT POLICY LOCKS FEB 2023

LAZY EXPEDITIONS
AN ALL IMMERSIVE STAKING PLATFORM

CHOOSE Lore
Themed Missions

LEVEL UP & gain
further access to
the vault

EARN $LAZY, XP,
& More!

THREE distinct
missions planned
for initial launch

EXCHANGE $LAZY for
items in the Vault
based on your level

LAUNCHING in
Q3. More details
coming soon!

LAZY EXPEDITIONS
AN ALL IMMERSIVE STAKING PLATFORM

LAZY LLAMA NEW
PARTNERS

BTC RACING
PARTNERSHIP HIGHLIGHT

Lazy Llamas is proud to support the Bitcoin Racing Team out of
the United Kingdom, a racing team with immense aspirations to
spread the word of decentralized finance and the promise of
crypto across the country and the world! Bitcoin racing is also
officially partnered with the nation of El Salvador, getting the
full backing of the government. With a podium finish at the first
race of the season, Bitcoin Racing and Lazy Llamas means
business!

Click the link below to learn more!

https://www.bitcoinracing.co.uk/

BTC RACING
PARTNERSHIP HIGHLIGHT

FUTURE PLANS
As a team we believe in
delivering on developments
before opeining up another
mint. We will be announcing
details regarding Lazy Dao
after expeditions are live.

Furthermore, we are in the
process of establishing a Web 3
based parent company for Lazy
Llamas, More on this in the near
future.

Finally, we're excited to
announce an in person
meetup for NYC NFT week
this month and CNFT con in
october. Expect an
announcement this week.

Finally we have a little surprise for the community......

ARTIFACTS
Ancient llama scripture tells of mysterious artifacts
that helped early inhabitants explore parts of Lazy
Island shrouded in darkness.

Now may be a good time to check your wallet

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer section. If you have any doubts, seek
legal, financial, tax, or other competent law professionals' guidance. All of the information shown
here is not intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be construed as part of any formal
agreement.
We are confident that the material in this lazy paper is correct and current, and that all products,
services, technical architecture, and distribution are correct and current. Furthermore, all of this
information may be been modified based on community sentiment and the vision of dev team.

No Advice:
Nobody is obligated by this lazy paper to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable
commitment to invest.

Compliance with Tax Obligations:
If any taxes apply to their transactions, the users of the website are solely responsible for
ascertaining this. Who pays what taxes is not the responsibility of the website's owners or
authors.

Limitation of liability:
For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written
material, links to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as buy/sell signals
LAZY LLAMAS will not be held responsible for any damages. Understand the risks and costs
associated with trading assets on the financial market (digital or otherwise).

Refund Policy:
Refunds will be made in the event that a minter sends ADA from a trusted wallet to the mint pool
and does not receive a LLAMA NFT.

THANK YOU
THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT FOR LLAMAS!

